
Our mission at Innovived is to bring biology and technology together. We aim to establish and
contribute to innovative projects within the field of biomedical engineering and to organize events
that focus on knowledge transfer to future scientists. We believe that by creating a bridge between
biology and technology, applications with great potential are made possible. The main focus during
the coming year(s) lies on creating innovative applications in the life sciences sector with the aid of
3D printing technologies on the one hand and the organisation of educational STEM activities for
pupils on the other hand.

As a public relations officer, your main responsibility is to monitor the publicity of our team. You will
have to use all forms of media and communication to reach students and businesses. Maintaining
and updating information on our website and social media sites such as Facebook and LinkedIn is
your job. You will be in charge of writing and preparing newspapers, brochures, flyers, promotional
videos, articles, case studies etc. in order to increase the visibility of the team. Together with the
team leader, business relations officer and financial & legal manager, you will have to work on the
annual report. The PR officer is also responsible for the organisation of events throughout the year
including partner events, STEM activities and recruitment events.

₪ Come in contact and collaborate with leading companies in the industry.
₪ Differentiate yourself from other students through your unique experience at Innovived.
₪ Development of both your hard and soft skills in a company like environment.
₪ Fun events with our partners and your future team.
₪ The experience of a lifetime! 

Send your curriculum vitae and motivation letter to info@innovived.com. Or contact us via for
additional information.

₪ Communicative skills
₪ Creative and innovative
₪ Goal-orientated
₪ Decision making capabilities

₪ Team-player
₪ Organisational skills
₪ Accountability
₪ Professionalism
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